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Abstract

Our recently developed coarse-grain model for dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) has been improved and extended to dioleylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), a more typical constituent of real biological membranes. Single-component DMPC and DOPC bilayers have been simulated using microsecond-long molecular dynamics. We investigated properties that are difficult or impossible to access experimentally, such as the pressure distribution, the spontaneous curvature and the diffusion pattern of individual lipid molecules. Moreover, we studied the dipole potential, a basic physical feature of paramount biological importance that cannot be currently modelled by other coarse-grain approaches. In fact, a complete representation of the system electrostatics and a realistic description of the water component make our method unique amongst the existing coarse-grain membrane models. The spontaneous permeation of water, a phenomenon out of reach of standard atomistic models, was also observed and quantified; this was possible thanks to the efficiency of our model, which is about two orders of magnitude less computationally expensive than atomic-level counterparts. Results are generally in good agreement with the literature data. Further model extensions and future applications are proposed.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Coarse-grain (CG) simulation models of biomolecular systems, and particularly lipid membranes, have recently become remarkably popular [1–3]. CG techniques are typically orders of magnitude less demanding of computational resources than standard atomic-level models, thus allowing the study of a much larger range of properties and phenomena. To achieve high efficiency, CG models must sacrifice detail; typically, clusters of several atoms are reduced to individual macroparticles. Different levels of granularities are possible; to set a relevant background for the work presented in this paper, in this initial section we discuss some aspects of those CG models where single lipid molecules, which in reality comprise ≈100 atoms, are coarse-grained to collections of ≈10 sites [4–8]. In particular, we will mainly focus on how these models approximate the solvent environment (water) and the electrostatic properties (charges). These two aspects are considered in turn in the following paragraphs; potential problems are highlighted regarding specific properties and phenomena. This discussion is clearly not intended to be an exhaustive review of the available models, but only an account of some issues that we believe should be considered carefully when addressing particular problems by CG methods. In general, each CG model is designed to achieve specific targets, will be especially suitable to address certain types of problems, and will also inherently be characterized by particular limitations (as is true for any model based on empirical force fields). It is therefore important to be aware of the differences between the various available methods so as to choose the most appropriate one for a particular problem of interest.

Water, the universal biological solvent, is traditionally a challenging substance to model, due to its peculiar characteristics (such as its large dipole relative to molecular size and its hydrogen bonding properties). Additional difficulties should be expected when modelling water by simplified methods. CG water is often described by apolar
solvent macroparticles, each accounting for a group of three or four water molecules [4, 5, 7]. Real water molecules are highly polarized, and this feature is responsible for fundamental processes such as the screening of charged particles (e.g., lipid headgroups and ions) or the generation of electric fields (e.g., at the interface with the membrane); these characteristics are therefore lacking from most CG models. An extreme example of the potential issues deriving from an oversimplified solvent description is the recent finding that the CG water in the popular MARTINI model [7] is solid at physiological temperatures [9].

Electrostatic features also tend to be heavily approximated in CG models. Electrostatic interactions represent a major component of the intermolecular interactions in most (bio)molecular systems, and hence their approximation should be considered carefully. As already noted, CG water models do not normally contain charges [4, 5, 7]. In some cases, there is no explicit description of any charged component of the system [5, 6]. Some CG models only include explicit charges in the lipid headgroup [4, 7], while they lack charges in the glycerol–ester region. While it could be argued that most properties depending on electrostatic interactions can be captured sufficiently well, in a CG context, even without an explicit charge representation (for instance through ad hoc tuning of Lennard-Jones potentials), an important inevitable issue is that incomplete electrostatic descriptions [4–7] would result in unphysical representations of the dipole potential, a fundamental membrane property which characterizes the electrostatic potential difference between the water phase and the bilayer hydrocarbon core [10]. The total dipole potential comprises contributions from the various charged components. In PC lipids, the headgroup dipoles point their positive end towards water and their negative end towards the bilayer core, thus leading to a negative contribution to the total dipole potential. The alignment of water and ester–glycerol dipoles overcompensates the headgroup effect, eventually leading to the generation of a net positive value for the total dipole potential, as established experimentally [11–13]. Those CG models [4, 7] that only comprise headgroup electrostatics would therefore wrongly yield a negative dipole potential. This problem has been surprisingly overlooked so far, given the importance of the dipole potential for numerous fundamental biological processes [10, 14–25].

To address the issues discussed, we have recently introduced a CG model containing a number of important novel features [8]. In particular, we have adopted a single-site water model [26] which contains an explicit representation of the water dipole; this model represents accurately all fundamental physical properties of liquid water [27–29]. Moreover, we explicitly include the relevant lipid electrostatics by charges in the headgroup and dipoles in the glycerol–ester region. It is therefore possible to adequately describe the membrane dipole potential. In fact, the electrostatic distribution of the original model somewhat overestimated the experimental dipole potential; this issue has been successfully tackled (as reported in section 3), and the dipole potential of our model is now in quantitative agreement with experiment (section 5.4).

In general, our original model proved capable of reproducing the major physical features of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) lipid bilayers [8]. We chose DMPC as a starting point for a number of reasons. First, DMPC belongs to the family of glycerophospholipids, representing the main lipid components of biological membranes [30]. Moreover, DMPC lipid bilayers have been well characterized by experimental methods; many physical parameters are therefore available to validate the computational model. Also, DMPC is a lipid with a simple structure, because the hydrocarbon tails only comprise single bonds. Hence DMPC is a reasonable starting point for developing cell membrane models. However, real membrane lipids are typically longer; in fact, while DMPC tails comprise fourteen carbons, the most common fatty acids chain lengths fall between fourteen and twenty-two [31]. Moreover, unlike DMPC, the majority of real lipids contain double bonds (unsaturations) along their tails. We therefore decided to extend the CG model to dioleylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), one of the most typical cell membrane lipids; in fact, each tail is eighteen carbon long and contains one double-bond in its centre.

This paper focuses on the refinement of our original CG model for DMPC [8] and its extension to DOPC. The new force field is parametrized concurrently for the two lipid species, hence facilitating transferability. In section 2 we describe the main features of the lipid models, including particularly the extra parameters introduced to represent the DOPC double bonds. The following section 3 reports on the parametrization procedure. The simulation protocol is detailed in section 4. Results are subsequently presented and discussed (section 5); comparisons are made with experimental and simulation data from the literature. The main conclusions and potential future extensions are summarized in section 6.

2. Lipid models

2.1. DMPC

In our CG approach [8], the DMPC lipid molecule is represented by ten sites; given that a real DMPC molecule comprises 118 atoms, the coarse-graining process corresponds to a reduction of the number of particles by a factor of ≈10. Specifically, the lipid headgroup is coarse-grained into two spherical units, describing the choline and phosphate moieties; these particles interact through the (standard) Lennard-Jones potential. Headgroup electrostatics are represented explicitly by a positive point-charge embedded in the choline site and a negative one in the phosphate site. The glycerol and hydrocarbon regions of the lipid are modelled as soft uniaxial ellipsoids through the Gay–Berne potential [32]. The Gay–Berne model, which can be considered an extension of the spherically-symmetric Lennard-Jones potential, is typically used to represent rod-like and disk-like particles. In particular, the glycerol–ester region is described by two Gay–Berne ellipsoidal units, each embedded with a point-dipole to capture the dipolar charge distribution in this region. Hydrocarbon tails are modelled by chains of three neutral Gay–Berne ellipsoids [33]; each ellipsoid represents a segment of four
consecutive CH$_2$ groups. Intra-lipid bonds are modelled by the Hooke (harmonic) potential, as is standard practice. No angle or torsional potentials are present. More details and a sketch illustrating the DMPC coarse-graining can be found in our original publication [8].

2.2. DOPC

The DOPC molecule is longer than DMPC (18 carbons versus 14) and comprises a double-bond, or unsaturation, in the middle of each of the two tails (whereas DMPC contains exclusively single bonds). Our CG model for DOPC has been easily derived from the DMPC model by adding a Gay–Berne particle at the bottom of each tail; since each of these particles corresponds to four CH$_2$ groups, the added sites consistently describe the 4-carbon difference in length between DMPC and DOPC. An illustration of the coarse-graining process is reported in figure 1. The unsaturations in DOPC are modelled through an angular potential that restrains the mutual orientations of the two central Gay–Berne sites in each tail. In particular, if $\theta_{ij}$ is the angle between the two vectors along the main axis of each of the two Gay–Berne sites $i$ and $j$, the potential $u_{ij}$ can be written as:

$$u_{ij} = \frac{k_{\theta_i}}{2}(\cos \theta_{ij} - \cos \theta_0)^2$$

(1)

with $k_{\theta_i}$ the rigidity constant and $\theta_0$ the reference angle. The corresponding forces and torques, necessary to the molecular dynamics algorithm, are derived in appendix A.

3. Parametrization

The force field parameters have been optimized to reproduce the experimental measurements of some of the most important physical properties of lipid bilayers, that is, lipid area and volume, dipole potential and spontaneous curvature. The lipid area and volume represent the most basic membrane structural features, and were also used to parametrize the original model [8]. The membrane dipole potential [10] is involved in a large number of biological processes, such as membrane fusion [14], permeation [15], the regulation of membrane proteins (Na$^+$-K$^+$-ATPase [16], gramicidin [17], phospholipase A$_2$ [18]), insertion and folding of amphiphilic peptides [19], the kinetics of DNA–lipid complexes [20], the kinetics of redox reactions at membrane surfaces [21], human skin permeability [22], general anaesthesia [23], the binding capacity of drugs [24], and the modulation of molecule–membrane interactions in lipid rafts with possible effects on cells signalling [25]. The (monolayer) spontaneous curvature is at the basis of phase transitions and fusion [34], and is believed to be involved in controlling the function of many membrane proteins [35], with effects on phenomena such as anaesthesia [23], lipid biosynthesis [36] and vision [37].

The force field optimization involved the incremental refinement of selected parameters by trial simulations. The starting point was the parameter set originally developed for our DMPC model [8]. That force field yielded a dipole potential too large by a factor of $\approx$3 compared to the experimental data [11, 12]. To match the experimental results, we introduced two modifications to the original model [8]. First, the magnitude of the ester–glycerol dipoles was reduced from 3D to 1D; this reduces their contribution to the overall potential, in turn lowering the total value. Second, the Lennard-Jones interaction energy between choline and glycerol sites was reduced by 20% through a scaling of the cross term:

$$\epsilon_{CG} = \sqrt{\epsilon_{CC} \epsilon_{GG}}/1.2$$

(2)

where the $\epsilon$ constants represent the Lennard-Jones energy well depths, and subscripts C and G stand for choline and glycerol, respectively. This modification, which induces an effective repulsion between choline and glycerol groups, not only contributes to lower the overall value of the dipole potential, but also induces the headgroup dipole to point, on average, slightly towards the water phase outside the bilayer, as observed experimentally [38]; we have therefore corrected another inaccuracy of the original model, which yielded instead a headgroup vector slightly pointing towards the bilayer centre [8].

To reproduce the monolayer spontaneous curvature, we could simply fine-tune the Lennard-Jones and Gay–Berne parameters. The spontaneous curvature is a quantity characterizing the monolayer tendency to bend away from its flat configuration. This tendency can be related to the lipid shape; for example, large headgroups and short tails normally increase the tendency to curl away from the water phase and form micellar structures, whereas small headgroups and long tails typically increase the tendency to curl towards the water phase and form inverted lipid phases. The experimental data for the spontaneous curvature could therefore be targeted by tuning the size of the lipid particles. The rigorous definition of spontaneous curvature will be given in section 5.3.

Finally, the extra parameters introduced to model the DOPC double-bond (defined previously in equation (1)) have
been optimized by targeting the DOPC lipid area. All force field parameters are collected in table B.1 of appendix B. For a description of the terms not discussed here we refer to the original article [8].

4. Protocol

Two hydrated bilayer systems, one comprising DMPC lipids and the other comprising DOPC lipids, were prepared. The DMPC system included 128 lipids and 5000 water molecules (hydration level of 50 wt%), and the DOPC system included 128 lipids and 5760 water molecules (hydration level of 52 wt%). The water content was set to ensure full hydration of the bilayer, as in the experimental systems considered for comparison. Both bilayers comprised an equal number of lipids (64) in each monolayer. Molecular dynamics simulations were conducted using our software BRAHMS [39], which implements the advanced rigid-body integrator of Dullweber et al [40]; the integration time step was 20 fs. Pressure and temperature were maintained at 1 atm and 30 °C using the weak-coupling scheme [41]. Lipid and water temperatures were coupled separately with time constants $\tau_p = 0.1$ ps; for rigid-body sites, translational and rotational degrees of freedom were coupled independently. The pressure was controlled by semi-isotropic volume scaling, meaning that the normal and tangential components of the pressure tensor were regulated separately. In particular, the pressure along the $z$-axis, that is, along the direction normal to the interface, was controlled by rescaling the $z$-dimension of the simulation region, whereas the tangential pressure was controlled by rescaling the $xy$ area, with the constraint that the interface remained a square. The pressure-coupling time constant was $\tau_p = 0.2$ ps, and the isothermal compressibility was $\beta = 4.6 \times 10^{-3}$ atm$^{-1}$. The cutoff radius for both Lennard-Jones and electrostatic water–water interactions was 0.9 nm, as prescribed for the SSD parametrization adopted [28]. All other non-bonded cutoff radii were set to 1.2 nm. Electrostatic interactions were treated using cutoff schemes. In particular, all charge–charge and charge–dipole interactions were implemented using the shifted-force cutoff method [42]. We employed the SSD parameters optimized to evaluate dipole–dipole interactions with a cubic switching cutoff scheme [28]; for consistency, all dipole–dipole interactions were treated in this manner. Masses and moments of inertia are set as in the original model [8]. In particular, the masses of the CG lipid sites reproduce the sum of the atomic masses of the corresponding clusters of atoms; it follows that the total mass of each CG lipid molecules corresponds to the real mass. For the ellipsoidal rigid-body units, the principal moments of inertia are assigned assuming uniform density. As in our original protocol [8], the mass and principal moments of inertia of water sites are increased to optimize the stability of molecular dynamics integration. In particular, the mass of every CG water site is set to 50 amu. Thermodynamic properties are not affected by such an alteration of the inertial features of water. However, dynamics are intuitively predicted to be somewhat slower. We showed previously [8] that the diffusion coefficient of our ‘heavy’ water is $\approx 20\%$ smaller than the experimental value (and $\approx 30\%$ smaller than the value calculated for SSD with the original correct mass [28]). A complete listing of the inertial parameters is included in table B.1 of appendix B. After initial equilibration runs lasting 100 ns, over which time the bilayers’ area and volume stabilized around their equilibrium values, we simulated both DMPC and DOPC systems for 1.2 $\mu$s each. The simulations were run in serial on Intel 2.8 GHz processors; sampling speed was $\approx 20$ ns day$^{-1}$.

5. Results and discussion

In this section, we report and discuss the membrane physical properties calculated with our CG models for DMPC and DOPC bilayers. The reported average values and standard errors were computed from two subaverages taken over the two 0.6 $\mu$s consecutive blocks of the 1.2 $\mu$s trajectories, unless otherwise stated. The analysis of a number of properties was carried out following a general process that involves ‘slicing’ the system along planes perpendicular to the $z$ axis (interface normal). In particular, we defined 70 slices of thickness $\Delta z \approx 0.1$ nm, the actual value of $\Delta z$ being evaluated at every step to account for the fluctuations of the $z$-dimension of the simulation region. Several bilayer properties are homogeneous inside a particular slice, due to the intrinsic axial symmetry of the system. Therefore single curves, profiles evaluated as a function of $z$, provide full characterization. The slicing procedure was employed to calculate the following profiles: electron density, lateral pressure and electrostatic potential.

We report the average profiles obtained from calculation at every molecular dynamics integration step over the whole 1.2 $\mu$s measurement time. No extra processing was done, that is, no filters were applied to smooth the curves, and we did not average over the two monolayers. It will be seen that the profiles are nonetheless smooth (almost noise-free) and symmetrical. This is indicative of a well-equilibrated system and adequate sampling. Simulation results will be primarily compared to experimental measurements; if not otherwise stated, all data reported for comparison refer to systems and conditions consistent with our simulations, that is, fully-hydrated liquid-phase DMPC and DOPC bilayers at 30 °C. For easy reference, all the quantitative results obtained are collected in tables C.1 and C.2 in appendix C, together with corresponding experimental data.

5.1. Structure

5.1.1. Lipid area and volume. For DMPC, the calculated lipid volume is $V_L = 1.0917 \pm 0.0001$ nm$^3$, consistent with the experimental value of 1.101 nm$^3$ [43]; the lipid area is $A_L = 61.59 \pm 0.04$ Å$^2$, slightly larger than the experimental values of 60.6 Å$^2$ [43] and 59.7 Å$^2$ [44]. Regarding DOPC, we obtained $V_L = 1.3057 \pm 0.0001$ nm$^3$, in agreement with the experimental value of 1.303 nm$^3$ [45, 46], and $A_L = 69.54 \pm 0.15$ Å$^2$, consistent with the experimental range of measurements of 67.4–72.5 Å$^2$ [45–47, 50, 51].
5.1.2. Compressibility moduli. From the fluctuation of the volume and area it is possible to estimate the compressibility modulus. In particular, the volume compressibility modulus $K_V$ can be computed as $K_V = k_B T V / \sigma^2(V)$, $V$ and $\sigma^2(V)$ being respectively the mean and mean squared fluctuation of the volume of the simulation region. The area compressibility $K_A$ can be computed from simulation as $K_A = k_B T A / \sigma^2(A)$, $A$ and $\sigma^2(A)$ being respectively the mean and mean squared fluctuation of the interfacial area. We calculated for DMPC $K_V = 12.43 \pm 0.02$ kbar, consistent with the experimental range 10–30 kbar [52], and $K_A = 166 \pm 22$ dyn cm$^{-1}$, a value somewhat lower than the experimental measurement of 234 dyn cm$^{-1}$ [53]. For the original model [8], we obtained a value of 297 dyn cm$^{-1}$, hence larger than that calculated for the current model. This discrepancy is likely to depend, in substantial part, on a sensitivity of $K_A$ to the various force field parameters that have been updated; unfortunately, there is no clear way to quantify individual effects of the different parameters. Another factor that may have contributed to the observed discrepancy is the difference in simulation times. The previous calculation [8] was performed over two 100 ns blocks of a 200 ns trajectory, whereas for this work we used two 600 ns blocks of a 1.2 $\mu$s trajectory. Area fluctuations are expected to be sampled more thoroughly the longer the trajectory. Hence, in the original model, $\sigma^2(A)$ might have been underestimated; since this quantity is the denominator of the expression used to calculate $K_A$, its undersampling could have lead to an overestimation of $K_A$. We investigated this effect by recalculating the current model’s $K_A$ from twelve 100 ns blocks of the 1.2 $\mu$s trajectory; the obtained value of $184 \pm 7$ dyn cm$^{-1}$ is indeed slightly larger than the value of $166$ dyn cm$^{-1}$ calculated from the 600 ns blocks. For DOPC, we calculated $K_V = 12.84 \pm 0.04$ kbar, again consistent with the typical experimental range of 10–30 kbar [52], and $K_A = 366 \pm 9$ dyn cm$^{-1}$, somewhat higher than the experimental measurements of 188 [50] and of 265 dyn cm$^{-1}$ [53].

5.1.3. Headgroup dipole. The headgroup dipole moment can be defined as $\mu_{HG} = qd$, with $d$ the instantaneous vector connecting the phosphate to the choline mass centre and $q$ the (equal) absolute magnitude of each headgroup charge. Owing to the lack of experimental data for the headgroup dipole of DMPC and DOPC, we compare the results of our model with measurements on dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayers [38, 54]. DPPC is structurally rather similar to DMPC and DOPC; also, the experiments considered [38, 54] were carried out on fully-hydrated bilayers in the fluid-phase, under the same conditions as our simulation. Therefore it is reasonable to compare our results with these experimental data. We calculate a dipole magnitude of $\approx 17.8$ D for both DMPC and DOPC, in good agreement with the experimental estimate of 18.7 D [54]. As for the headgroup inclination from the membrane normal, we obtained values of $\approx 89^\circ$ for both our lipids; this is broadly consistent with the experimental estimation of a preferred conformation at $\approx 72^\circ$ from the membrane normal [38]. In particular, these data indicate that the headgroup dipole lies approximately flat on the membrane plane, in fact very slightly pointing towards the water phase.

5.1.4. Electron density. To estimate the electron density profile along the bilayer normal, the lipid electrons were distributed to each CG site to match as closely as possible the underlying real electron locations, taking care that the total number of electrons per lipid in the models equals the real value (374 for DMPC and 434 for DOPC). In particular, we placed the 50 electrons of the choline cluster and the 55 electrons of the phosphate clusters at the mass centre of the corresponding CG units. As for the ellipsoidal particles that constitute the rest of the lipid in our representation, we distributed electrons over four positions evenly spaced along the principal axis of each ellipsoid. In particular, assuming that the ellipsoids’ dimension along the principal axis measures $\kappa \sigma_{TT}$, with $\kappa$ and $\sigma_{TT}$ defined in table B.1 of appendix B, the four positions are spaced $\kappa \sigma_{TT}/4$ apart. The 38 electrons of the CG glycerol–ester site at the top of the $S_{1}$ tail can be grouped into four clusters, corresponding to the glycerol CH$_{2}$ group (8 electrons), the oxygen (8 electrons), the CO group (14 electrons) and the top CH$_{3}$ group of the aliphatic tail (8 electrons). These four clusters of electrons were mapped to the four locations defined above along the corresponding CG glycerol-ester ellipsoidal site. Similarly, the second CG glycerol–ester site, representing the top of the $S_{2}$ tail, was assigned 37 electrons, distributed over the four predefined locations which in this case are mapped to the glycerol CH group (7 electrons), the oxygen (8 electrons), the CO group (14 electrons) and the top CH$_{2}$ group of the aliphatic tail (8 electrons). For the hydrocarbon tail sites, the distributions are straightforward, as each CG site generally represents a segment of four CH$_{2}$ groups (each bearing 8 electrons). Exceptions were adequately taken into account for the DOPC unsaturations (where CH groups were assigned 7 electrons each) and for the last positions at the end of each tail (where CH$_{3}$ groups were assigned 9 electrons each). The calculated electron density profiles are reported in figure 2, along with

![Figure 2. Electron density profiles. The distributions calculated with our model are superimposed on corresponding experimental profiles [43, 47]. To facilitate interpretation, different regions across the system are marked in italics, namely, the bulk water region, the lipid headgroups region and the lipid hydrocarbon tails core. Approximate boundaries between these regions are defined by the vertical dotted lines.](image)
corresponding experimental data [43, 47]. The results from our simulations are qualitatively consistent with the experimental measurements. In particular, the electron density maxima corresponding to the headgroup regions and the minimum at the bilayer centre are qualitatively reproduced. Also, the head-to-head distances \(d_{dH}\), which correspond to the distance between the maxima and define the bilayer thicknesses, are broadly consistent with the experimental results; we obtained \(3.467 \pm 0.003\) nm for DMPC, in good agreement with the measurement of \(3.53\) nm [43], and \(3.820 \pm 0.008\) nm for DOPC, slightly higher than the experimental values of \(3.53\) [50], \(3.67\) [45, 46] and \(3.71\) nm [47]. However, there are clear discrepancies between the experimental curves and our data in terms of electron density magnitudes; in particular, our current model underestimates the maxima and minima, especially for DMPG. In fact, in this respect our original model was performing better [8]. This is not surprising, since we have reparametrized the force field without attempting to fit the experimental density profile. We believe that the deterioration of this property is a comparatively minor disadvantage, far outweighed by the overall force field improvements, in terms of transferability to DOPC, and in terms of better results obtained for the headgroup structure and especially for the electrostatic potential (see section 5.4). Single-site density profiles have also been analysed; results are similar to those obtained for the original model [8]. In particular, the water density profiles highlight substantial headgroup hydration, as well as significant penetration of water molecules up to a distance of \(\approx 1\) nm from the bilayer centre (corresponding to the glycerol and upper tail regions); our data are consistent with AL results [48, 49].

5.1.5. Bending rigidity moduli. The bilayer bending modulus \(k^b\) can be related to the area compressibility modulus \(K_A\) via \(k^b = K_A d_i^2/24\), the ‘effective’ bilayer thickness \(d_i\) being \(d_i = d_{dH} - 1\) nm, with \(d_{dH}\) the peak-to-peak distance in the electron density profile [53]. For DMPG, using \(K_A\) and \(d_{dH}\) from our previous results, we obtained \(k^b = 10.4 \pm 0.3 k_B T\). Experiments measured similar values of \(13.5 k_B T\) from pipette aspiration [53] and 16.7 \(k_B T\) from x-ray data [55]; however, somewhat larger values of \(31.4 k_B T\) and \(32.1 k_B T\) were obtained from thermally excited shape fluctuation [56] and all-optical measurement [57], respectively. For DOPC, we calculated \(k^b = 30.0 \pm 1.0 k_B T\). Reported experimental data are in this case slightly smaller; values of \(18.8 k_B T\) [46] and \(19.8 k_B T\) [47] were obtained from x-ray scattering, whereas a value of \(21.0 k_B T\) was obtained from pipette aspiration [53].

5.2. Pressure distribution

The internal pressure distribution, also known as the ‘lateral pressure profile’, can be defined as the difference between the lateral and normal components of the pressure tensor as a function of the coordinate \(z\) along the direction normal to the interface plane. In particular, considering the diagonal elements of the pressure tensor \(P_{zz}(z)\), \(P_{yy}(z)\) and \(P_{xx}(z)\), the ‘lateral’ pressure is calculated as \(P_L(z) = \left[ P_{yy}(z) + P_{xx}(z) \right]/2\), and the ‘normal’ pressure is simply \(P_N(z) = P_{zz}(z)\). Conventionally, the ‘lateral pressure profile’ is defined as the difference \(P_L(z) - P_N(z)\). The lateral pressure profiles for our bilayer models, evaluated using the Harasima contour [58], are reported in figure 3. For both the DMPC and DOPC pressure distributions, the magnitude in the water phases (at the left and right extremes of the curves) is zero, as expected for bulk water at mechanical equilibrium (the diagonal components of the pressure tensor being equal). The pressure then rises until a maximum of \(\approx 200\) atm corresponding to the interface between the water and lipid headgroup regions. This positive peak is indicative of ‘expanding’ forces trying to enlarge the bilayer interfacial area. The molecular origin of the water–headgroup maxima resides in repulsive interactions of steric, electrostatic, and hydration nature [52]. Inside the headgroup region the lateral pressure drops dramatically, reaching minima of \(\approx -400\) atm for DMPC and \(\approx -700\) atm for DOPC. Such negative pressures correspond to contracting forces related to the interfacial tension; the bilayer hydrocarbon core tends to minimize its exposure to the outer hydrophilic environment. The lateral pressure troughs are related to the hydrophobic effect, which in general acts to drive hydrophobic molecules together to restrict their contact with water [31]. The pressure then rises again to positive values upon entering the hydrocarbon tail region, reaching peak magnitudes of \(\approx 200\) atm. The repulsive forces are here believed to be related to entropy losses; the tight packing induces the lipid tails to stretch (thus losing entropy relative to the isolated ‘free’ tails), ultimately leading to significant inter-tail repulsion [59].

The pressure profiles obtained with our CG model can be compared to experimental results and atomistic simulation data. Unfortunately, the experimental measurements are extremely problematic, and only qualitative and partial data can be obtained. In particular, the internal pressure of DMPC bilayers has never been probed. Regarding DOPC, there is one reported experiment [60] that yielded a qualitative picture of the lateral pressure in part of the tail region. The data indicate an overall pressure decrease going from the
headgroup–tail interface towards the bilayer centre; this picture is generally consistent with our curve. Comparative profiles for both lipid species can be found amongst the distributions obtained from atomic-level models. The DMPC pressure profile obtained atomistically by Gullingsrud et al [61] displays the same qualitative features observed in our curve, in terms of number and locations of peaks and troughs. There are however quantitative discrepancies regarding the magnitude of the headgroup–water peaks, which are ≈700 atm in the atomistic profile [61] against a substantially lower value of ≈200 atm in our curve. The surface tension troughs are also more pronounced in that atomistic profile [61], where they reach magnitudes of ≈1000 atm against ≈400 atm for our data. Interestingly, recent atomistic data by Griepernau and Böckmann [62] are more consistent with ours in terms of magnitude, though they somewhat differ qualitatively. In particular, that DMPC profile [62] is characterized by headgroup troughs of very similar magnitude to ours (≈400 atm); the magnitude of the central peak is also consistent with ours (≈200 atm). However, the atomic-level profile [62] features a much smaller peak at the headgroup–water interface (≈50 atm against our value of ≈200 atm) and displays an extra headgroup trough which is absent in our curve; in fact, this trough is also absent in the atomistic profile by Gullingsrud et al [61]. Moreover, the curve calculated by Griepernau and Böckmann [62] comprises two large peaks (≈250 atm) corresponding to the headgroup–tail interface regions, whereas in the same regions both our curve and that obtained by Gullingsrud et al [61] display almost negligible peaks (≈0 atm). The DMPC lateral pressure profile of our current model is somewhat different from that obtained with our original force field [8]; while the two curves are qualitatively consistent with each other, significant differences in the pressure magnitudes can be noted. In particular, the magnitude of the water–headgroup interfacial peaks in the current model is about half the original value. The headgroup troughs of the current model are also less pronounced than those observed with the original force field; the magnitude has decreased by ≈40%. Furthermore, the local maxima in the headgroup–tail interface regions have dropped from ≈200 atm to almost zero. The original and current profiles are however in quantitative agreement regarding the peak in the bilayer centre (≈200 atm). Overall, the observed magnitude decreases are necessarily related to the presence of smaller net lateral forces in the current model than in the previous one. While it is difficult to pinpoint the precise molecular origins of these differences, some hypotheses can be considered. In particular, the new model is characterized by ≈30% larger headgroup particles (in volume); the headgroup charges in the new model are therefore ‘more screened’ than in the old one, ultimately yielding weaker electrostatic forces. Also, the magnitude of the glycerol dipole in the current model has been reduced to a third of the original; again, the magnitude of the corresponding electrostatic forces is expected to decrease. In general, it is clear that the lateral pressure profile is very sensitive to the model parameters. Regarding DOPC, the only pressure profile previously reported has been calculated with an atomic-level model by Ollila et al [63]. Their curve [63] is generally consistent with ours (figure 3), in terms of the location of the major peaks and troughs as well as in terms of magnitudes. There is however a significant difference concerning the pressure in the bilayer centre; the atomistic profile [63] features a local maximum, whereas our curve is characterized by a minimum. This discrepancy is likely to depend on the different treatment of the lipid unsaturation. Fortunately, the pressure in the bilayer centre contributes the least to the calculation of the pressure profile integral moments, as it is clear from equations (4) and (5) reported in the next section.

5.3. Curvature elastic parameters

Following the popular theory developed by Helfrich [64], we can express the surface curvature elastic energy per unit area as:

\[ g = \kappa (c_1 + c_2 - c_0)^2/2 + \kappa \text{G} c_1 c_2 \]  

with \( \kappa \) the bending rigidity, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) the (local) principal curvatures, \( c_0 \) the spontaneous (or intrinsic) curvature, and \( \kappa \text{G} \) the Gaussian curvature modulus. The constants featuring in equation (3) are related to the first and second integral moments of the pressure profile [59]. It is most interesting to evaluate the curvature elastic parameters for a monolayer; we will therefore calculate these quantities and denote them with the superscript \( m \). By defining the lateral pressure profile as \( \pi(z) = P_L(z) - P_b(z) \), the first integral moment \( \tau_1^m \) is:

\[ \tau_1^m = \int_0^h z \pi(z) \, dz \]  

and the second integral moment \( \tau_2^m \) is:

\[ \tau_2^m = \int_0^h z^2 \pi(z) \, dz \]  

where \( z = 0 \) at the centre of the bilayer and \( z = h \) in the water phase [59]. In practice, we carried out the integrations over each of the two monolayers, with \( z = 0 \) and \( \pm h \), \( h \) being half the \( z \)-dimension of the simulation region.

From the first moment (equation (4)) it is possible to calculate the spontaneous curvature as \( c_0^m = \tau_1^m/\kappa_m \), \( \kappa_m \) being the monolayer bending rigidity modulus. For DMPC, we obtained a value of \( \tau_1^m = +0.700 \pm 0.001 \text{k_B} T \text{ nm}^{-1} \). The monolayer bending rigidity modulus can be simply obtained from the bilayer modulus as \( \kappa^m = \kappa^b/2 \) [34]. Considering the value of \( \kappa^b \) previously calculated from our simulation, we eventually obtained a monolayer spontaneous curvature \( c_0^m = +0.135 \pm 0.002 \text{ nm}^{-1} \). It is also possible to predict \( c_0^b \) using the experimental data for \( \kappa^b \) [53, 55–57]; in this case, we obtained values of \( c_0^m \) ranging from +0.044 to +0.101 \text{ nm}^{-1}. DMPC is a bilayer-forming lipid, hence it is expected to display a low absolute value for \( c_0^m \); this is consistent with our findings. Unfortunately, to our knowledge there are no direct experimental measurements for the DMPC spontaneous curvature. An indirect prediction of \( \approx +0.3 \text{ nm}^{-1} \) was obtained on the basis of chemical potentials from bilayer–enzyme systems [65]. The same article [65] also proposes an estimate based on a simple geometric model; however, the
reported value of \(\approx +0.25 \text{ nm}^{-1}\) is of the opposite sign than the value (\(\approx -0.25 \text{ nm}^{-1}\)) that we obtain by applying the same model (equation (14) of [65]). Regarding DOPC, we calculated from simulation a value of \(\tau_{\text{model}}\) = \(-1.30 \pm 0.03 \text{ kgT nm}^{-1}\). From the relation \(\tau_1^{\text{m}} = \kappa_0^{-1} c_0^{\text{m}}\), and considering the available experimental data for \(\kappa^h\) [46, 47, 53] and \(c_0^m\) [66, 67], we can calculate experimental estimates for \(\tau_1^{\text{m}}\) ranging from \(-0.09\) to \(-2.39 \text{ kgT nm}^{-1}\); the value obtained from our simulation falls inside this range. As for the spontaneous curvature, using the bending rigidity obtained from simulation we calculated \(c_0^{\text{m}} = -0.087 \pm 0.003 \text{ nm}^{-1}\); using instead the experimental values for the bending rigidity [46, 47, 53] we obtained a range from \(-0.124\) to \(-0.138 \text{ nm}^{-1}\). The direct measurement of the DOPC spontaneous curvature yielded values of \(-0.05 \text{ nm}^{-1}\) [66] and \(-0.114 \text{ nm}^{-1}\) [67]. All these estimates are consistent with the view that DOPC is a bilayer-forming lipid, as the magnitude of \(c_0^{\text{m}}\) is small; they also indicate a slight tendency towards the formation of inverse phases, as the values are negative.

From the first and second moment (equations (4) and (5)) we can obtain the Gaussian curvature modulus as \(\kappa_0^{\text{m}} = -\rho_0(\xi - \xi)^2 \pi(\xi) dz = 2\tau_1^{\text{m}} - \tau_2^{\text{m}}, \xi\) being the distance to the pivotal surface, defined as the surface at which there is no change in the molecular cross-sectional area upon bending [34]. The pivotal surface has been experimentally located close to the polar/apolar interface [68], corresponding to the headgroup/tail interface in our systems (figure 3). Specifically, we placed the pivotal surface as corresponding to the first maximum of the pressure profile after the headgroup trough towards the bilayer centre (as similarly done by Ollila et al [63]). Following this convention, our values for \(\xi\) are 0.89 nm for DMPC and 1.25 nm for DOPC. For the Gaussian curvature modulus we eventually calculated the values of \(-7.2 \pm 0.1 \text{ kBT}\) for DMPC and \(-6.7 \pm 0.1 \text{ kBT}\) for DOPC; both these results are consistent with the ranges obtained from experimental data [53, 57, 68], that is, \(-16\) to \(0 \text{ kBT}\) for DMPC, and \(-10.5\) to \(0 \text{ kBT}\) for DOPC.

### 5.4. Dipole potential

The electrostatic potential profile \(\Psi(z)\) can be calculated by integrating twice the charge density \(\rho\) along the interface normal [69]:

\[
\Psi(z) = -\frac{1}{\varepsilon_0} \int_0^z \int_0^\xi \rho(z')dz''
\]

(6)

with \(\varepsilon_0\) the permittivity of free space. Figure 4 reports the total transmembrane electrostatic potentials of our models, together with individual profiles. The membrane dipole potential, taken as the difference between the potential in the hydrocarbon core with respect to that in the water phase, has been obtained experimentally with a variety of methods. Recent measurements include a value of \(+0.45 \text{ V}\) for DMPC obtained with the monolayer method [11], a value of \(+0.51 \text{ V}\) for a diphytanoylphosphatidylcholine (DPHPC) bilayer obtained by cryo electron microscopy [12] and a value of \(+0.275 \text{ V}\) for DOPC obtained by atomic force microscopy [13]. These results can be considered as representative for ester–PC lipid bilayers in general, due to the presence of the same charged groups (glycerol-ester and headgroup). Our models yielded a dipole potential of \(+0.514 \pm 0.002 \text{ V}\) for DMPC and \(+0.499 \pm 0.006 \text{ V}\) for DOPC, in reasonable agreement with the experimental data. We also calculated the contributions to the total electrostatic potential profiles from the various charged groups; it can be seen that for both DMPC and DOPC the main contributors to the potential are the glycerol-ester dipoles, while headgroups and water play relatively minor roles (figure 4). While experimentally it has not been possible, so far, to discriminate between the different contributions to the electrostatic potential, such an analysis has been performed with atomistic models [70–73]. According to these studies, water is the leading contributor to the dipole potential; there is therefore a qualitative discrepancy with our CG model. This disagreement reflects different behaviours of the water molecules in our model and in AL systems. In particular, the large water electrostatic potential observed in AL studies derives from a pronounced and homogeneous alignment of the water dipoles interacting with the lipid headgroups. In our systems, we instead observe weaker orientational effects that prevent water from making a substantial contribution to the overall potential. Regarding the specific contribution of the glycerol region, our data are consistent with the results obtained in the all-atom simulations by Shinoda et al [70, 71]. However, the glycerol contribution to the overall potential is almost negligible in united-atom models [73]. In general, experimental data quantifying the various contributions to the dipole potential are currently lacking, making it difficult to critically assess the different results obtained with the various simulation models. Overall, it is important to stress that, despite possible inaccuracies regarding individual contributions, our model correctly reproduces the experimentally-determined net dipole potential. This should provide a realistic electrostatic environment for the potential inclusion of proteins in the system. In fact, it is reasonable to expect that membrane proteins would be mainly sensitive to the total net potential across the bilayer, and not so much to the specific individual contributions.
5.5. Lipid lateral diffusion

The lipid centre of mass diffusion coefficient $D(t)$ in the $xy$-plane has been calculated using the expression:

$$D(t) = \frac{1}{4Nt} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \mathbf{r}_i(t + t_0) - \mathbf{r}_i(t_0) \right]^2 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $N$ is the number of lipids, $t$ is the measurement time, $t_0$ is the time at which a measurement starts, and $\mathbf{r}_i(t + t_0)$ and $\mathbf{r}_i(t_0)$ are the centre of mass positions of lipid $i$ at times $t + t_0$ and $t_0$. The angular brackets in equation (7) indicate an averaging over different starting times $t_0$. For both the DMPC and the DOPC simulation systems, we selected 10 starting times $t_0 = 0, 20, 40, \ldots, 180$ ns and carried out 10 corresponding diffusion measurements for $t$ extending to 1 $\mu$s; figure 5 displays the averaged lateral diffusion coefficients obtained. The initial spike accounts for fast ‘rattling-like’ diffusion taking place over very short measurement times, approximately for $t < 10$ ns. Subsequently, for intermediate times, up to $t \approx 0.2$ $\mu$s, we observe a drop in diffusion values, as the ‘rattling’ motion yields much decreased net displacements over this timescale. Over longer times, the diffusion coefficients converge to stable values. In particular, for $t = 1$ $\mu$s we calculate diffusion coefficients of $10.6 \pm 0.3$ nm$^2$ $\mu$s$^{-1}$ for DMPC and $11.7 \pm 0.2$ nm$^2$ $\mu$s$^{-1}$ for DOPC. Experimentally, measurements on DMPC yielded diffusion coefficients of $9$ nm$^2$ $\mu$s$^{-1}$ from NMR [74], $6$ nm$^2$ $\mu$s$^{-1}$ from fluorescence recovery after photobleaching [75] and $40$ nm$^2$ $\mu$s$^{-1}$ from high-frequency dielectric spectroscopy [76]. Regarding DOPC, a value of $11.5$ nm$^2$ $\mu$s$^{-1}$ was obtained by NMR [74]. Overall, the results obtained with our CG model are in remarkably good agreement with the experimental data. This represents an improvement over alternative CG models developed to date, for which lipid diffusion coefficients have been reported to be four [7, 77] to one hundred [78] times higher than experimental data. In fact, CG models are generally expected to exhibit faster dynamics with respect to AL counterparts, because the reduction in the number of degrees of freedom normally results in reduced friction in the system [79]. However, our CG model does not seem to be affected by such a ‘speed-up’ effect, at least for the lipid diffusion process. The direct correlation between fewer degrees of freedom and faster dynamics is also inconsistent with water simulation results reported by Fennel and Gezelter [28]. That study compares the diffusion coefficients of one-site, three-site and five-site water models. At physiological temperatures, the largest diffusion coefficient was obtained for the five-site model [28]. These apparent contradictions can be explained by considering that other factors might compensate for the loss of friction. For example, the CG non-bonded interactions can subtly differ from those in corresponding AL systems; in particular, if the CG intermolecular interactions prove overall more attractive, this might reintroduce the friction lost in the reduction of degrees of freedom.

We also obtained qualitative insights into the lipid lateral diffusion process by tracking the mass centre motion of individual lipids over the entire 1.2 $\mu$s runs; typical examples are displayed in figure 6. The lipid diffusion mechanism has often been described through the free-volume theory [80]. According to this model, lipids spend most of their time rattling around fixed locations; net displacements take place through occasional ‘jumps’ of lipid molecules into nearby vacancies formed by lateral density fluctuations. The lipid traces extracted from our simulations are only partially consistent with the free-volume model. While it is evident that lipids do not diffuse through continuous flowing, it is also difficult to identify discrete jumping events. Our data show that lipids do mainly rattle around fixed spots. However, such spots are not connected by well-defined jumps; rather, lipids seem to slowly rattle from one spot to the next. The jump–diffusion model has also been recently challenged by Falck et al [81]; in fact, their atomistic simulations yielded lipid diffusive patterns similar to those obtained with our model. Unfortunately, there are no experimental data directly showing the diffusive mechanism at this level of resolution.

5.6. Water permeation

The relatively long time period sampled by the coarse-grain simulations allowed us to record statistically significant numbers of water molecules crossing the bilayers from one water phase to the other; during each of the 1.2 $\mu$s simulations, we recorded 161 water molecules translocating across the DMPC bilayer and 136 water molecules translocating across the DOPC bilayer. The water permeability coefficients could then be simply obtained by applying Fick’s first law of diffusion, as done previously [8]. In particular, for each system, we calculated the average and standard error by considering the two (independent) estimates deriving from the two opposite water fluxes across the bilayer, that is, the flux along the positive $z$-axis direction and that along the opposite (negative) $z$-axis direction. For DMPC, we obtained a permeability coefficient of $52 \pm 2$ $\mu$m s$^{-1}$, in remarkable
agreement with the experimental measurements, which span a range from 4 to 240 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$ [82–86]. Recently, we also used our DMPC model to calculate the water permeability coefficient in an indirect way, that is, not by simulating the phenomenon directly but through the application of constraints [87]; the value of 14 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$ obtained in that study is comparable with the result obtained here. For DOPC, we obtained a permeability coefficient of 38 ± 1 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$, slightly lower than the experimental measurements of 56, 122 and 158 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$ [88–90]. It is important to note that spontaneous water transport has never been quantified with atomic-level models, due to the very demanding computational efforts required to simulate long enough trajectories. For example, in a recent state-of-the-art atomistic study [91], four phosphatidylcholine bilayers, each comprising 128 lipids, were simulated for 50 ns. In the four simulations, only 2, 4, 6 and 7 crossing events were respectively observed; an estimation of the permeability coefficient on the basis of such limited statistics would not be reliable.

5.7. Self-assembly

The ability of the DMPC and DOPC models to spontaneously self-assemble was tested by running six simulations (three for each lipid species) starting from random mixtures. The same simulation protocol and system sizes described previously were adopted. Interestingly, the two lipids behaved differently. Snapshots from a representative DMPC simulation are reported in figure 7. The system remained in a random state for several tens of ns. At $\approx$100 ns, the formation of lipid aggregates can be noticed (central panel of figure 7). At $\approx$200 ns, the system assembled in a bilayer containing a water pore. The pore remained stable until the end of the run at $\approx$500 ns. Similar events and timescales were observed for all three DMPC
Figure 8. DOPC self-assembly simulation snapshots. The headgroups, tails and water are represented in grey, green and blue, respectively.

runs. Snapshots from a representative DOPC simulation are displayed in figure 8. In this case, we can observe a fast phase separation, the formation of a transient water pore and eventually the stabilization of a fully-formed bilayer at ≈50 ns; again, similar patterns recurred in all three simulations involving this lipid type.

We believe that the different behaviours observed are determined by the different spontaneous curvatures of the two lipids. From the simulation data, we obtained a DMPC spontaneous curvature estimate of \(c_{\text{m}} = 0.135 \text{ nm}^{-1}\). For DOPC, the spontaneous curvature was instead \(c_{\text{m}} = -0.087 \text{ nm}^{-1}\). In absolute terms, the DMPC spontaneous curvature is therefore ≈55% larger than DOPC’s. Since the formation of a bilayer structure is more favoured the lower the absolute value of the spontaneous curvature [31], we expect our DOPC model to have a higher tendency towards bilayer structures than DMPC, in agreement with the observations from the self-assembly tests. It is relevant to note that our original DMPC model [8], which was characterized by a low absolute spontaneous curvature (0.018 nm\(^{-1}\)), was indeed observed to self-assemble into defect-free bilayers over timescales of ≈100 ns. We also note that the positive and non-negligible value obtained for the spontaneous curvature of the current DMPC model is consistent with a tendency of the lipids to bend away from the water phase [31], as in fact observed in the DMPC runs; for example, the water pore shown in the rightmost panel in figure 7 allows lipids to adopt a positive curvature. It is not easy to establish whether the observed DMPC pore-containing bilayer represents a “final” stable structure, or rather a metastable intermediate that would eventually reorganize into a defect-free bilayer if simulated for longer times. In fact, electroporation experiments suggest that transient pores can remain stable over milliseconds, occasionally even reaching lifetimes up to ≈1 s, before disappearing into a defect-free membrane [92, 93]; unfortunately, these timescales are not accessible by simulation. We also note that the preassembled DMPC bilayer that we simulated for 1.2 \(\mu\)s proved stable, as shown by the results presented in the previous sections.

6. Conclusion and outlook

The refinement of a coarse-grain model for DMPC lipids, and its transfer to DOPC (one of the more typical lipid species in real cell membranes), have been reported. The models have been fine-tuned to reproduce the most fundamental biophysical properties of lipid bilayers, including the spontaneous curvature and the dipole potential. Our coarse-grain technique is unique in its consistent description of the system electrostatics, especially with respect to water and the lipid glycerol-ester region; these features are essential to describe the membrane electrostatic potential, which in fact has never been studied by alternative coarse-grain models. The most fundamental membrane physical properties have been calculated from microsecond-long simulations; our results compare generally well with the available experimental data. In particular, we obtained remarkably realistic results for properties not parametrized for, such as lipid diffusion and spontaneous water permeation.

Future extensions will involve the modelling of lipids forming inverse phases, such as phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) lipids. Since the force field was here parametrized concurrently for DMPC and DOPC, we expect transferability to be facilitated, with most parameters retaining their validity across lipid types.

Moreover, the unique features of our coarse-grain technique allowed the direct incorporation of standard atomistic representations of small molecules [87, 94]; such a dual-resolution approach has also been recently applied to study the interaction of membranes with drugs, hormones and antimicrobial molecules (manuscripts in preparation). Future work in this area will involve the simulation of membrane proteins.
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Appendix A. Angular potential, forces and torques

We present here the derivation of forces and torques between two sites interacting through the angular potential that we use
to represent unsaturations in the CG lipid model. Figure A.1 depicts a general configuration for a pair of linearly symmetric rigid bodies (e.g., Gay–Berne ellipsoids) whose orientations are defined by the two vectors $\mathbf{e}_i$ and $\mathbf{e}_j$.

Considering the angle $\theta_{ij}$ between the two orientation vectors, we define the angular potential $u_{ij}$ as follows:

$$u_{ij} = \frac{k_0}{2}(\cos \theta_{ij} - \cos \theta_0)^2 = \frac{k_0}{2}(\mathbf{e}_i \cdot \mathbf{e}_j - \cos \theta_0)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

with $k_0$ the rigidity constant and $\theta_0$ the reference angle. The interaction force is in general obtained from the gradient of the potential with respect to the separation vector. Since in this case the potential does not depend on the separation vector, the interaction force is zero:

$$f_{ij} = -\nabla_{u_{ij}} u_{ij} \equiv 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

The torque on site $i$ due to site $j$ is defined by:

$$\mathbf{T}_{ij} = -\mathbf{e}_i \times \nabla_{u_{ij}} u_{ij}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

Applying the chain rule, we can write:

$$\nabla_{u_{ij}} u_{ij} = \left(\frac{\partial u_{ij}}{\partial \cos \theta_{ij}}\right) \nabla_{\cos \theta_{ij}} \cos \theta_{ij}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Solving the derivatives, we obtain:

$$\left(\frac{\partial u_{ij}}{\partial \cos \theta_{ij}}\right) = -k_0(\cos \theta_{ij} - \cos \theta_0) \sin \theta_{ij}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

$$\nabla_{\cos \theta_{ij}} \cos \theta_{ij} = \mathbf{e}_i \cdot \mathbf{e}_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.6)

The final expression is therefore:

$$\mathbf{T}_{ij} = k_0(\cos \theta_{ij} - \cos \theta_0) \sin \theta_{ij} (\mathbf{e}_i \times \mathbf{e}_j).$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

Also, we can write:

$$\mathbf{T}_{ji} = \mathbf{T}_{ij}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

due to symmetry.

**Appendix B. Force field parameters**

The parameter set for our CG force field is reported in table B.1.

**Table B.1.** Force field parameters. (Note: Subscripts C, P, G, T and W stand for the site types choline, phosphate, glycerol, tail and water, respectively. Lennard-Jones cross terms are calculated by a standard rule [42] except for $\epsilon_{TW}$, $\epsilon_{TC}$, $\epsilon_{TP}$, $\epsilon_{WP}$, $\epsilon_{WG}$, $\epsilon_{CG}$, which are set as reported in the table. The constants $\mu$, $\nu$, $\kappa$ and $\kappa'$ refer to Gay–Berne parameters [32]. As for the mixed Gay–Berne/Lennard-Jones potential [95], cross terms $\chi_{\alpha \beta}$ are calculated by a standard rule [95], and $\chi'_{\alpha \beta} = 0$. Charges and dipoles are identified by $Q$ and $\mu$; cross terms are obtained via standard electrostatic formulae [96]. The rigidity of the Hooke spring is identified by $k$; reference lengths are zero. Springs are anchored at the mass centre for C and P sites, and at a distance $\kappa \sigma_{TT}/4$ from the mass centre along the symmetry axes for G and T sites. The parameters $k_0$ and $\theta_0$ characterize the angular potential modelling the DOPC unsaturation. Masses and principal moments of inertia are identified by $m$ and $I$, respectively.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{CC}$, $\sigma_{PP}$</td>
<td>5.4 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{CG}$, $\sigma_{TT}$</td>
<td>3.6 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{WW}$</td>
<td>3.035 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{CC}$, $\epsilon_{PP}$</td>
<td>2.0 kcal mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{CG}$, $\epsilon_{TT}$</td>
<td>1.4 kcal mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{WW}$</td>
<td>0.152 kcal mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{TW}$</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\epsilon_{TT} \epsilon_{WW}}/5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{TC}$</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\epsilon_{TT} \epsilon_{CG}}/5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{TP}$</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\epsilon_{TP} \epsilon_{PP}}/5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{WP}$</td>
<td>1.5 $\sqrt{\epsilon_{WW} \epsilon_{PP}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{WG}$</td>
<td>1.5 $\sqrt{\epsilon_{WW} \epsilon_{CG}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{CG}$</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\epsilon_{CC} \epsilon_{CG}}/1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa'$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_C$</td>
<td>$+0.7e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_P$</td>
<td>$-0.7e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_G$</td>
<td>1 D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_W$</td>
<td>2.42 D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>2 kcal (mol$^{-1}$ Å$^{-2}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{0_i}$</td>
<td>50 kcal mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_0$</td>
<td>120$^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_C$</td>
<td>73 amu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_P$</td>
<td>109 amu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_G$</td>
<td>65 amu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_T$</td>
<td>56 amu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_W$</td>
<td>50 amu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_G$</td>
<td>179 amu Å$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_T$</td>
<td>154 amu Å$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[I_W^x, I_W^y, I_W^z]$</td>
<td>[25 8 17] amu Å$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendix C. Tabulated results**

The CG simulation results obtained for DMPC and DOPC are collected in tables C.1 and C.2, respectively, together with corresponding experimental measurements.
### Table C.1. Physical parameters of fluid-phase DMPC phospholipid bilayer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parametera</th>
<th>Our model</th>
<th>Experiment (reference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_l$ (nm³)</td>
<td>1.0917 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>1.101 [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_l$ (Å²)</td>
<td>61.59 ± 0.04</td>
<td>60.6 [43], 59.7 [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{HH}$ (nm)</td>
<td>3.467 ± 0.003</td>
<td>3.53 [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{HG}$ (D)</td>
<td>17.7935 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>18.7 [54]b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{HG}$ (deg)</td>
<td>88.90 ± 0.01</td>
<td>≈72 [38]b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_V$ (kbar)</td>
<td>12.43 ± 0.02</td>
<td>10 to 30 [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_A$ (dyn cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>166 ± 22</td>
<td>234 [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa^b$ (k_b T nm⁻¹)</td>
<td>10.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>13.8 [53], 16.7 [55], 31.4 [56], 32.1 [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^m$ (θ_b T nm⁻¹)</td>
<td>+0.700 ± 0.001</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c^b_\theta$ (nm⁻¹)</td>
<td>+0.135 ± 0.002c</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c^b_\kappa$ (nm⁻¹)</td>
<td>+0.044 to +0.101d</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Abbreviations:
- $V_l$: volume per lipid,
- $A_l$: area per lipid,
- $d_{HH}$: bilayer thickness,
- $\mu_{HG}$: magnitude of the headgroup dipole,
- $\theta_{HG}$: angle between the headgroup dipole and the bilayer normal,
- $K_A$: area compressibility,
- $K_V$: volume compressibility,
- $\kappa^b$: bilayer bending rigidity,
- $\tau^m$: first integral moment of the pressure profile,
- $c^b_\theta$: monolayer spontaneous curvature,
- $c^b_\kappa$: monolayer Gaussian curvature,
- $\kappa^b_\Psi$: bilayer Gaussian curvature,
- $\Psi_V$: dipole potential,
- $D_{lat}$: lipid lateral diffusion,
- $P_W$: water permeability.

### Table C.2. Physical parameters of fluid-phase DOPC phospholipid bilayer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parametera</th>
<th>Our model</th>
<th>Experiment (reference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_l$ (nm³)</td>
<td>1.3057 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>1.303 [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_l$ (Å²)</td>
<td>69.54 ± 0.15</td>
<td>67.4 [45], 72.1 [47], 72.2 [50], 72.4 [46], 72.5 [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{HH}$ (nm)</td>
<td>3.820 ± 0.008</td>
<td>3.53 [50], 3.67 [46], 3.71 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{HG}$ (D)</td>
<td>17.7984 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>18.7 [54]b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{HG}$ (deg)</td>
<td>89.21 ± 0.04</td>
<td>≈72 [38]b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_V$ (kbar)</td>
<td>12.84 ± 0.04</td>
<td>10 to 30 [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_A$ (dyn cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>366 ± 9</td>
<td>188 [50], 265 [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa^b$ (k_b T)</td>
<td>30.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>18.8 [46], 19.8 [47], 21.0 [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^m$ (k_b T nm⁻¹)</td>
<td>−1.30 ± 0.03</td>
<td>−0.09 to −2.39 [46, 53, 66, 67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c^b_\theta$ (nm⁻¹)</td>
<td>−0.087 ± 0.003c</td>
<td>−0.05 [66], −0.114 [67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c^b_\kappa$ (nm⁻¹)</td>
<td>−0.124 to −0.138d</td>
<td>−0.05 [66], −0.114 [67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa^b_\Psi$ (k_b T)</td>
<td>−6.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>−10.5 to 0 [53, 68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Psi_V$ (V)</td>
<td>+0.499 ± 0.006</td>
<td>+0.275 [13], +0.51 [12]c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{lat}$ (nm² μs⁻¹)</td>
<td>11.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>11.5 [74], 6 [75], 40 [76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_W$ (μm s⁻¹)</td>
<td>52 ± 2</td>
<td>4 [83], 6 [82], 10 [83], 70 [84], 83 [85], 240 [86]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Abbreviations:
- $V_l$: volume per lipid,
- $A_l$: area per lipid,
- $d_{HH}$: bilayer thickness,
- $\mu_{HG}$: magnitude of the headgroup dipole,
- $\theta_{HG}$: angle between the headgroup dipole and the bilayer normal,
- $K_A$: area compressibility,
- $K_V$: volume compressibility,
- $\kappa^b$: bilayer bending rigidity,
- $\tau^m$: first integral moment of the pressure profile,
- $c^b_\theta$: monolayer spontaneous curvature,
- $c^b_\kappa$: monolayer Gaussian curvature,
- $\kappa^b_\Psi$: bilayer Gaussian curvature,
- $\Psi_V$: dipole potential,
- $D_{lat}$: lipid lateral diffusion,
- $P_W$: water permeability.
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